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This article delves deep into operating a business effectively and driving up
profits, guided by business operations expert, Daryl Urbanski.

The article is important as it tackles the core aspects of running a business,
which include structuring meetings, ensuring the storage and
documentation are in order, and the significance of staff training.

Those who complete these exercises will gain practical insights on how to
manage business operations and ultimately increase their profits.

Quote to remember from the Interview

"A well-oiled business operation does not just solve customer problems; it
significantly increases profits."

What You'll Learn From the Activity

These activity questions will prompt you to apply the insights from Daryl
Urbanski's expert advice directly to your own business scenario. You'll be
able to evaluate and refine your operational practices, fundamentally
enhancing both practical and strategic aspects of your business.



Activity
Reflect on your current meeting structure: How often do they occur? What's
the shared focus?

Write down five ways you can improve the rhythm of your business
meetings.

List down the potential outcomes that could improve with the changes
mentioned in Question 2.

How important is documentation in your business? On a scale of 1-10, rate
its importance.



Name three ways you can improve your documentation.

How do you currently store key business documents and files?

Describe three ways you can enhance your storage practices.

What role does staff training play in your current business operations
system?

What are the three most important skills or subjects for your staff to be
trained in?



Outline a basic staff training program you aim to implement in your
business.

How can improved operations lead to an increase in customer satisfaction?

Write a paragraph explaining how efficiently using resources can improve
operations.

In what ways can improving operations yield a significant increase in profit?



How does an increase in profit encourage the growth and scalability of
businesses?

Name three operational improvements you can act upon to increase profit.

Reflecting on the resources suggested, list down the key takeaways from
"The E-Myth" and "Good to Great".

How do these resources apply to your business situation?
Go through Mr. Parker's Online Course and blog post, list three important
points.



How could these points be integrated into your business practices?

Complete the sentence: The main takeaways for improving my business
operations are ___________________.

Reflect on your current operational practices, how satisfied are you on a
scale of 1-10?

Write down the five most important lessons that you have learned from this
activity.

Create an action plan for the implementation of these lessons over the next
month.



True or False: A well-structured meeting rhythm can strengthen the team’s
synergy.

Complete the sentence: In order to increase profits, my business needs to
___________________.

Multiple-choice: Mr. Parker highlighted which as key for business
operations? (a) Documentation, (b) Staff Training, (c) Meeting Rhythm, (d)
All of the above.

Fill in the blank: Good business operations mean the ________ use of
resources.

Complete this sentence: The rhythm of my business meetings ________.

Multiple Response: Which of the following are benefits of good
documentation? (a) More structured and organized work (b) Easier
communication between team members (c) Faster onboarding of new
employees (d) All of the above.



Finish the sentence: If I implement these practices about business
operations, I expect___________________.


